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Summary. For the last decades, measurement and automation systems in Nordic
cut-to-length forestry machines have evolved gradually. These heavy duty machines
are lighter, faster and more accurate than ever before but the basic technologies and
operation have remained the same. In many respects, their current automation systems have reached their limits. The Forestrix project studies how advances in mobile
robotics could be applied in the ﬁeld of forestry machine automation. Machine vision
systems and scanning laser range ﬁnders have established themselves as standard
equipment in mobile robotics. With the new sensor and computing technologies it
is possible to get information about the surrounding forest, such as tree diameters,
positions and stand density. This information can be used on-line in operator’s decision support system, or oﬀ-line in a forest asset management system. This paper
describes the prototype measurement platform and the software algorithms developed in the Forestrix project. Results from tests with an all terrain vehicle are also
presented.

1 Introduction
The Forestrix project studies advanced sensor systems for forest harvesters.
One of the sensors used is a scanning laser range ﬁnder (henceforth a laser
scanner). As the machine is moving in the forest the laser scanner can take
multiple scans of the trees it passes from diﬀerent directions. This allows the
measurement system to use stochastic models to greatly improve the quality
of the collected information. However, combining the diﬀerent measurements
requires that the system is able to reliably relate the measurements to correct
trees. In the literature this is known as the data association problem. It is
easy to solve if the path of the moving sensor is known, in which case we
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have a simple mapping problem. Unfortunately, the path cannot be directly
measured without a very accurate and expensive navigation sensor, such as
RTK-DGPS[1]. However, if the association problem can be solved without the
exact sensor path, the sensor path can be calculated relative to the trees being
measured. In the literature, this is known as the simultaneous localization and
mapping (henceforth SLAM) problem.
In the Forestrix project the laser scanner is used for SLAM[2]. A machine
vision system is used to augment the map generated by the SLAM algorithm.
With the help of the laser scanner, the machine vision system divides camera
images into sub images. Each sub image contains one dominant tree trunk.
Diﬀerent edge detection algorithms are used to extract the vertical edges of
the dominant tree trunk. Using a calibrated camera and range information
from the laser scanner, it should be possible to measure the actual diameter
of the tree trunk with greater accuracy that is attainable with a laser scanner
alone. The machine vision system should also be able to identify the tree type
i.e. whether it is pine, spruce, birch, or other deciduous tree. This additional
information should be stored in the tree map that is incrementally built by
the SLAM algorithm.
1.1 Data Collection System
The data collection system consists of 2D and 3D laser scanners, machine
vision camera, diﬀerential GPS receiver, MEMS inertial measurement unit
and PC computer. The 2D laser scanner is used continuously while the 3D
laser scanner is used only for reference measurements while the platform is
stationary. The 3D scanner is unsuitable for continuous measurements because
it takes several minutes to create a single 3D scan. The data collection system
is build on an all terrain vehicle which is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. ATV test platform
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The machine vision camera is synchronized to the 2D scanner. A special
hardware frequency divider is used to transform the synchronization signal
from the laser scanner so that it can be used to trigger the camera which
operates at a much lower frequency. The diﬀerential GPS is the same model
that is commonly used in forest harvesters. It has higher sensitivity than
most consumer level receivers so that it can maintain better satellite ﬁx even
in demanding forest environments. MEMS inertial measurement unit is used
to provide information of the pose of the platform.

2 Feature Based SLAM
The overall structure of the feature based SLAM algorithm is shown in Figure
2. The SLAM is based on the raw 2D laser scanner data. The ﬁrst step is
the feature extraction. In this application, the features are the surrounding
trees. The tree features identiﬁed from a single scan are called echoes due to
their uncertain nature. In a clean forest with little or no underbrush it is a
relatively simple task to ﬁnd the tree trunks from the raw laser scans. An
example scan and its segmentation are shown in Figure 3. However, in more
dense forests, ﬁnding the trunks can be extremely diﬃcult if not impossible.
The dense vegetation also reduces the eﬀective measurement range drastically.
Even in relatively clean forests the blind areas behind the nearest trunks can
be substantial.
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Fig. 2. Information ﬂow in feature based SLAM

While it is straightforward to extract the echoes from the raw scans, it is
very diﬃcult to identify individual trees. This problem of matching features
is usually referred as the association problem in the SLAM literature. Many
SLAM applications get around of this problem by using beacons that can
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be unambiguously identiﬁed. However, this approach is not feasible in the
proposed forest mapping application. A single tree trunk is diﬃcult to identify
because they all look the same for the laser scanner. Even the variation of
trunk diameter can be very small in a well managed forest.

Fig. 3. The segmentation of a single scan from a well-managed pine forest

2.1 Tree Group Matching
Instead of trying to identify individual trees, it is better to identify groups
of trees. These groups are identiﬁed in the third step in Figure 2. The tree
groups oﬀer a variety of features that can be used for identiﬁcation: distances
and angles between adjacent trees and trunk diameters. One of the central
challenges in this approach is that the tree groups are not constant. Depending
on current position, not all trees may be visible because of the blind areas.
For this reason, the tree groups are formed dynamically based on locality: a
tree and its nearest neighbors form a group. Group sizes from six to eleven
have been tested. The angular resolution is of the laser scanner is 1 , 0.5 , or
0.25 degrees depending on its operating mode. The measurement uncertainties
make it harder to identify trees at greater distances.
The matching of echoes to the tree map is done in the fourth step. The
matching is done a group at a time starting with the closest one. The tree map
is stored as a graph structure which makes this a graph matching problem.
However, there are some issues that will have to be taken into account. First,
the echo graphs are usually incomplete because of the blind areas. Second,
also the tree graph is usually incomplete, because the map is incrementally
built. The matching algorithm uses distances between adjacent tree trunks
to match tree groups. Distances between trees are easy to work with because
they are translation and rotation invariant. Relative angles are more diﬃcult
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to work with because they need an additional reference point. If three trees
are matched together in a triangular conﬁguration, as shown in Figure 4, the
distance information alone describes the full geometry making the relative
angles completely redundant. For this reason, the relative angles are not used
for matching tree groups. Absolute angles (e.g. relative to magnetic North)
could be useful for matching purposes, but the current sensor platform does
not have a reliable and accurate instrument for measuring absolute angles.

Fig. 4. Distances and relative angles contain the same information

After the echoes have been matched to trees, a simple algorithm is used to
estimate the new pose. First, the ”centers of gravities” of both set of points
are calculated and the echo set is then translated so that the CoGs coincide.
Second, the average angle between all echo-tree pairs is calculated and the
echo set is then rotated by this angle. Care should be taken that all the
angles are calculated on the correct cycle. This algorithm is based on the
realistic assumption that the subsequent scans diﬀer only by a translation
and a rotation.
2.2 Tree Graph Updates
In the ﬁnal phases the echoes are projected to map coordinates. At this point
they are classiﬁed either as new or old trees. New trees are added to the tree
graph and diameter information is accumulated to old trees. The closer the
scan is taken, the better the diameter information usually is. New edges are
also inserted into the tree graph and old edges are updated to reﬂect the new
information. Currently only the distances between the trees are recorded but
later angles will be used as well.
One of the problems of the presented algorithm is that it makes the optimistic assumption that all echoes really are trees. This helps the algorithm
to acquire new trees and to keep going, but if echoes of branches are falsely
interpreted as trees they will be added permanently to the tree map. To solve
this problem another algorithm was added to remove false positives from the
tree map. The principle of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
The algorithm works by projecting laser scans to map coordinates and
then using a collision detection algorithm to ﬁnd intersections between the
”rays” and the trees in the map. If there are more ”rays” passing through a
tree than there are valid measurements of that tree, the tree is removed from
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Fig. 5. Removal of false trees in feature based SLAM

the map. This second algorithm was added as an afterthought and it reﬂects
the inability of the ﬁrst algorithm to record what is sometimes referred as
negative information. Future improvements of the algorithm may use local
occupancy grids to keep track of areas that are known to be free of trees.
The tree graph is a hybrid data structure. The graph structure contains
the nodes and the edges between them. Each edge has length and in future
versions also direction. However, each node has also position in Cartesian
coordinates. The possible mismatch between Cartesian positions and edge
lengths can be used by a third algorithm to distribute the accumulated error
evenly e.g. when a large loop is being closed. Currently this is done with a
simple iterative algorithm that tries to minimize and distribute the tensions
in the tree graph.
2.3 SLAM Results
The current version of the software is written in the Java programming language. The software can read input data either from data ﬁles or from the
actual sensors. The data ﬁles are essential for testing the system in a laboratory environment. The software can connect to the 2D laser scanner and the
DGPS receiver. The SLAM path can be matched to the DGPS path. As a
result the algorithm also gives the tree positions in absolute map coordinates.
The resulting absolute accuracy is mostly limited by the DGPS receiver.
A tree map produced by Forestrix SLAM is shown in Figure 6. The DGPS
path is marked with a narrow line and the SLAM path is drawn with a bold
line. Measured tree positions are also shown. These positions and diameters
can be compared to hand measured tree information provided by METLA
(Finnish Forest Research Institute). At a measurement distance of 1m, the
maximum observed diameter error is 1cm. The error increases linearly with
distance up to 10m, where it is 6cm. After that the error increases more
rapidly. These tests were done using 0.5 laser scanner resolution. A higher
0.25 resolution is expected to improve performance. At this time the described
SLAM algorithm works in well deﬁned forests.

3 Machine Vision System
Forest is one of the hardest environments for computer vision as it is extremely
organic and unpredictable. It is structured in the sense that most trees grow
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Fig. 6. Tree map produced by Forestrix SLAM (the path is traversed twice)

in nearly vertical direction but otherwise the vegetation is very diverse in
shape and density. The ground is not ﬂat and there are arbitrarily shaped
objects such as big rocks. The shooting is done in varying lighting and weather
conditions and there are a lot of occlusion and shadows that complicate the
situation. Taking images while moving introduces its own problems as well.
3.1 Tree Edge Extraction
To measure the tree diameter from an image, the feature extraction algorithm
has to ﬁnd the edges that correspond to the borders of the tree. The problem
is, despite of all the ﬁltering, that there are usually many edges to choose
from, and the correct edges are not necessarily the strongest ones. The contrast between occluded trees is usually very poor while the contrast between
the lower part of the trees and the ground is generally quite good. Seasonal
variation, weather, time of the day and many other aspects make sure ﬁxed
parameters cannot be used for feature extraction.
There are many approaches to edge detection from traditional gradient
based methods to neural networks and other more complex methods[3]. They
are based on diﬀerent assumptions and use diﬀerent edge models or diﬀerent
optimality criteria. Assessing edge detector performance is diﬃcult because
there is no available ground truth of which pixels should really be edges and
which not. Movement during exposure, uneven lighting, quantization errors
and noise make the edges more diﬃcult to detect.
The feature extraction part of the implemented algorithm starts with optional homomorphic ﬁltering followed by vertical Fourier ﬁltering. After the
ﬁltering stage the algorithm has a choice of using either Canny[4] or phase
congruency based edge detector[5], [6]. In the default setting the algorithm will
ﬁrst use Canny with no prior homomorphism. If the algorithm doesn’t seem to
ﬁnd enough features, it makes another pass with homomorphism enabled and
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Canny replaced by phase congruency edge detector. The Canny edge detector
is chosen as the main edge detector here because it is well known and tested,
it is fast and it performs well. The more advanced phase congruency based
detector is chosen as an alternative approach which produces considerably
diﬀerent results than Canny. The idea is to tackle the easy situations quickly
with Canny and try the phase congruency detector with the hard low contrast cases. The MATLAB implementations of both edge-detectors are made
by Kovesi[7]. The Canny algorithm used here implements the enhancements
proposed by Fleck[8]. The raw output of both edge detectors were iterated
with varying hysteresis threshold values until enough edge features were detected. Figure 7 illustrates how phase congruency can manage low contrast
situations better than Canny.

Fig. 7. A comparison between Canny edge detector algorithm (left) and phase
congruency (right)

3.2 Tree Edge Selection
For selection, the edges are projected to form a 1D signal. Choosing the right
edges, when the data can be quite arbitrary, is the hardest part of the algorithm. In this approach, the strongest edge is selected ﬁrst and it is matched
with as strong edge as possible when constrained by the minimum and maximum estimates of the tree width provided by the laser scanner. The chosen
edges are required to be more than 5 pixels strong. The ﬁnal measuring point
is chosen by taking into account the neighborhood of the chosen edge in a form
of a weighted average ﬁlter. The size of the ﬁlter depends on the distance of
the tree in question and can vary between 3 for trees far away to 9 bins for
trees very near. Figure 8 shows how the left side edge is shifted more to the
left because of its strong neighborhood (chosen points are marked with diamonds). This edge selection method totally loses the vertical dimension and
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assumes that the trees are positioned straight along the window. That is the
price of a simpliﬁed approach. Lens distortions are corrected[9] for the chosen
two points and the measurement is transformed to metric units with pinhole
camera model and calibration information. Processing one image takes usually
a few seconds with a mid-level PC.

Fig. 8. Edge selection from 1D signal (vertical pixel sum vs. x-axis pixel)

3.3 Machine Vision Results
A data set of 191 images was analyzed with automatic batch processing and
also with manual classiﬁcation where unreliable cases were not included. In
the hand picked case the mean diameter error is 20mm with 20mm standard
deviation, while for the automatic processing the ﬁgures are 0.4mm and 34mm
respectively. The automatic results are not as good as they seem as the maximum errors for diameters can be as large as 100mm, because the algorithm
often measures something completely diﬀerent than the desired tree. The reliability of the system does not meet any useable levels. However, the system
has demonstrated that a laser scanner and a camera can work together in an
intelligent and usable way. This research has also uncovered some fundamental
problems of digital forest imaging and paved the way for further studies.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
The current algorithms implemented in Java programming language run somewhat slower in modern laptop computers than what is required for real-time
applications. Some parts of the presented SLAM algorithm can be easily tuned
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for better performance. Java is a safe language which makes it easy to program with but it is not the best programming language performance-wise.
Also interfacing it with exotic hardware such as 2D laser scanners can be difﬁcult. C++ implementation may have to be considered in later phases of the
project.
A forest is very tough environment for precision instruments. Luckily there
are 2D laser scanners and DGPS receivers that are designed for outdoor use.
The forest terrain is often quite rough, which adds additional challenge for
the sensor system. It may be necessary to tilt the sensor package when the
harvester is working in an inclined position or traversing slopes. More development work is needed to ﬁnd better solutions to the association problem.
The current system works well for small loops (50m x 100m). However, the
accumulation of errors may be a problem for larger loops. Identifying trees
may also be a problem in more dense and cluttered forest environments. Digital forest imaging has turned out to be very challenging research area, but
it is essential for future forest mapping systems which will require features
such as tree species recognition. Digital imaging systems have the ability to
see textures and other tree qualities that laser scanners cannot perceive.
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